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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach in a rarely studied area of computer vision:
Human interaction recognition in still images. We explore whether the facial regions
and their spatial configurations contribute to the recognition of interactions. In this re-
spect, our method involves extraction of several visual features from the facial regions,
as well as incorporation of scene characteristics and deep features to the recognition.
Extracted multiple features are utilized within a discriminative learning framework for
recognizing interactions between people. Our designed facial descriptors are based on
the observation that relative positions, size and locations of the faces are likely to be
important for characterizing human interactions. Since there is no available dataset in
this relatively new domain, a comprehensive new dataset which includes several im-
ages of human interactions is collected. Our experimental results show that faces and
scene characteristics contain important information to recognize interactions between
people.
Keywords: Human interaction recognition, facial features, interaction recognition in
still images
1. Introduction
In the last decade, human action recognition has been a very active research area
in computer vision due to its various potential applications. A large body of work is
dedicated to recognizing singleton activities in videos, whereas some recent work focus
on recognizing singleton actions within still images. Human interaction recognition,
which constitutes up a significant subset of multi-person activities, is a relatively less
studied area. Especially for still images, the prior work is almost non-existent. In this
paper, we address this problem of multi-person interaction recognition in images.
When recognizing interactions in still images, the problem gets more complex and
harder to solve, due to the explicit need to discriminate foreground from background
clutter without the motion information. In videos, motion is shown to be a great clue for
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identifying the type of the interactions (Wang and Schmid (2013); Jain et al. (2013)).
Without motion, the foremost cue becomes the appearance. In this paper, we explore
how we can extract and leverage multiple forms of appearance information for interac-
tion recognition in images.
In this context, we propose several novel visual features that captures the intrinsic
layout and orientation of face regions. Faces tend to play a great role in characteriz-
ing human interactions. People look at each other when they are talking, faces come
together when people are kissing, and more. Figure 1 includes some examples. Fathi
et al. (2012) use faces in video sequences to describe interactions in a day-long first-
person(egocentric) video of a social event. Based on inspiration from this work, we
explore whether facial features can also be helpful in discriminating multi-person in-
teractions in still images.
Another reason to explore facial features is that, face detection technology is con-
siderably advanced and is able to locate a great deal of faces in images, especially those
that are not too small or significantly occluded. Our designed descriptors are based on
the observation that relative positions, size and locations of the faces are likely to be
important for characterizing human interactions. To extract these descriptors, we first
use a face detector. We also estimate the orientations of the faces if possible using the
face detector of Zhu and Ramanan (2012). In this way, we estimate the size, spatial
location and the orientation of the face in a [-90◦,90◦] range with 15◦resolution. We
then make use of these features to propose image-level facial interaction descriptors.
For recognition, we combine these multi-person facial descriptors with standard scene
descriptors extracted globally from the images. In this context, we also investigate the
effect of the state-of-the-art deep learning based features, aka, Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) features to this new problem domain.
Since there is no available dataset in this relatively new domain, a new and compre-
hensive dataset, which includes a total of ten human interaction classes, such as boxing,
dining, kissing, partying, talking, is collected. This dataset has also been enriched with
the manual annotations of the ground truth face locations and orientations to facilitate
further comparisons.
Our contributions in this paper are two-fold: (1) We collect a new image dataset
for human interaction categorization which includes multi-person interaction instances
and (2) We present novel descriptors based on facial regions for human interaction
recognition.
Our experimental results show that, deep learning based features are effective in
recognition of human-human interactions in images, and the proposed facial features
that aim to encode the relative configurations of faces also provide useful information,
especially when combined with global image features. In the rest of the paper, we first
2. Related Work
There is a vast literature on human action/activity recognition (for a recent survey,
see Aggarwal and Ryoo (2011)), whereas human interaction recognition is a relatively
less studied topic. There are a number of studies that propose models for interaction
recognition in videos, and in general, two types of interactions are considered. These
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Figure 1: Faces in interactions. The original images are shown in bottom row and the facial regions are
shown on top. In this paper, we explore whether we can predict the type of human interactions in an image
based on descriptors extracted from faces and their spatial layout. As it can be seen from this figure, without
using any context or scene information, recognizing interactions by only face information can be quite a
difficult task even for humans. Our results show that, using facial descriptors together with global scene
descriptors yield promising results for human interaction recognition in still images.
are human-object and human-human interactions. For human-object interaction recog-
nition, Gupta et al. (2009) propose to use probabilistic models for simultaneous object
and action recognition. For recognizing human-human interactions, Park and Aggar-
wal (2006) propose to simultaneously segment and track multiple body parts of inter-
acting humans in videos. Ryoo and Aggarwal (2009) builds their model on matching
of local spatio-temporal features. Marin-Jimenez et al. (2014) focus on a single type of
interaction, i.e., looking at each other, and propose several methods for detecting this
interaction effectively in videos. Recently, Hoai and Zisserman (2014) utilize config-
uration detection of upper body detections for better interaction recognition in edited
TV material.
In image domain, human-object interactions are the focus of a number of studies,
which handle the problem by extraction of distinctive feature groups Yao and Fei-Fei
(2010a), by bag-of-features and part-based representations Delaitre et al. (2010) and
by weakly supervised learning Prest et al. (2012). Object-person interactions have also
been explored in Desai et al. (2010); Yao and Fei-Fei (2010b); Delaitre et al. (2011).
One of the earliest works to recognize the human interactions in still images is the
work of Park and Aggarwal (2000). In their paper, four classes are defined: shak-
ing hands, pointing at the opposite person, standing hand-in-hand and intermediate-
transitional state between them, and K-nearest neighbor classifier is used to recognize
the interactions. Recently, Yang et al. (2012) has focused on how people interact by
investigating the proxemics between them. They claim that complex interactions can
be modeled as a single representation and a joint model of body poses can be learned.
Ramanathan et al. (2013) look into the problem of detecting social roles in videos in
a weakly supervised setting via a CRF model. In our work, we approach the human-
human interaction recognition problem by means of several descriptors that encode
facial region configurations.
Another study area that could be related to our work is event recognition in still
images( Stottinger et al. (2012), Bossard et al. (2013), Li et al. (2013)). Event recogni-
tion research aims to recognize a certain scene or event in images or videos. Datasets
in this field are different from ours. Event recognition datasets describe an event like
Christmas, wedding, etc. In such images, the main focus is not the people, but visual
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elements for an event. In multi-person interaction recognition problem, we focus on
the presence of people, and try to infer the interaction based on images of people.
In this work, we are inspired from the recent work of Fathi et al. (2012), which uses
face detection responses to recognize social human interactions in video sequences
from a first person perspective camera. They propose to use Markov Random Field
for frame based feature representations and a Hidden Conditional Random Field to
represent sequence based features. In our work, we propose several simple features
based on face regions for recognizing human-human interactions in the images.
3. Our Approach
In this section, we describe the facial descriptors and the learning procedure that
we have proposed for the purpose of interaction recognition.
3.1. Visual Features for Human Interaction Recognition
Our approach begins with the detection of the faces. For this purpose, we first
apply the recent algorithm of Zhu and Ramanan (2012), since it outputs three essential
information about the faces: (1) Orientation of the face in the range of [-90◦, 90◦]
with a resolution of 15◦, (2) location of the face in the image and (3) size of the face
in pixels. The orientation of a face is defined as the angle of the face with respect to
the imaginary axis that crosses from the midpoint of the chin and the forehead. For
reducing the number of false negatives in face detection, we also employ the OpenCV
implementation of Viola and Jones (2004), which only gives the location and size of
the images, and whether they are frontal or profile. The face detections from these two
approaches are combined in the following way: (1) If both of the detectors find a face
in the same region, Zhu and Ramanan (2012)’s output is used, since it is shown to be
more accurate and it outputs face orientation estimates as well as face locations. (2)
While using Viola-Jones face detector, if only frontal face is detected, the orientation is
assumed to be 0◦. If a profile face is detected, then the orientation is assumed to be 90◦.
If both frontal and profile face detectors fire within the same region, it means that the
orientation of the face is between [0◦, +/-90◦]. To quantize the angle, the intersection
ratio is normalized to [0◦-90◦] interval.
After detecting the faces, we extract several mid-level descriptors based on the
facial regions. Below, we introduce each of these descriptors.
Histogram of Face Orientations (HFO): In order to account of the distribution of
the face orientations, we propose to use Histogram of Face Orientations (HFO), which
simply is based on the count of face orientations for each angle in an image. In another
words, it is the distribution of face orientation frequencies in an image. This descriptor
has 13 feature dimensions (13 histogram bins), which corresponds to 15◦resolution in
[-90◦- 90◦] interval. Figure 2 shows some example HFO descriptors.
Histogram of Face Directions (HFD): We observe that using orientations with a lower
resolution can also be useful to discriminate interactions. Based on this observation, we
form a coarser histogram representation of the face orientations, and call it Histogram
of face directions (HFD). This HFD feature comprises the distribution of direction fre-
quencies in the images. Directions are defined as left, front and right which correspond
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to the angle intervals [-90◦, -45◦], [-30◦, 30◦] and [45◦, 90◦] respectively. This descrip-
tor is basically a coarser form of HFO and it has 3 dimensions.
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Figure 2: Extraction of the histogram for the orientation of faces. First row shows face detection and ori-
entation estimation results and second row shows the histograms of face orientations (HFO) created based
on these orientations. HFO has 13 dimensions which are mapped from the orientation range [-90:90] with a
15◦intervals.
Distances of Faces (DF): The relative locations of the faces can also be representative
for an interaction. In order to capture this information, we propose to use histogram
of relative distances between faces in terms of pixels. Let Li = (xi, yi) be the location
of each face center and Di is the distance of each face to the global center of faces. If
there are two faces in the image, the distance is simply the Euclidean distance of the
faces. If there are more than two faces in the image, first the center point C of the faces
is calculated
C(x, y) = (
1
N
N∑
i=1
Lx,
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ly) (1)
where N is the number of faces detected in the image. To normalize the distances,
we divide each of the distances to the maximum face size S = max(si), where si =
max(sx, sy) is the max edge size of ith face. Then, Di is calculated as
Di = min(K,max(1, d
√
|Li −C|2/S e)) (2)
where, K is the maximum distance value for a face.
The final step for producing a global descriptor based on relative distances of the
faces is to form the histogram of distances which simply comprises the distribution of
distance frequencies in the images. In our descriptor definition, the maximum distance
value K defines the number of bins of the histogram since distance values are bounded
to the interval [1,K] and discretized into equal-sized bins. In our experiments, we
choose K = 5.
Circular Histogram of Face Locations (CHFL): In order to capture the relative lay-
out of people within an image, we propose to use a histogram of their locations. For
this purpose, a circle is fit to the center of the extracted faces within an image. The
center C of the faces is calculated as in Eq. 1. Radius of the circle is calculated as the
maximum face distance to the center: r = max(Di). Thereafter, the circle is divided
into equal parts like a pie chart by an angle α. Then the distribution of faces over the
pies are calculated as an histogram. To decide which face lies on which pie, the angle
5
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Figure 3: Example images for the calculation of Circular Histogram of Face Locations(CHFL). First, the
center of the faces and the face with the maximum distance to center is found. Then, a circle is fit on the
center a with radius equal to the maximum distance that a face have to the center. Then, the circle is split into
60◦pie regions and the distribution of faces falling into the (360◦/60◦) pies are calculated via a histogram.
Each histogram bin holds the number of faces falling into the corresponding region.
φ of the line that crosses both C and Li is calculated as:
φ = arctan
(
yi −Cy
xi −Cx
)
(3)
where xi and yi are the x-y coordinates of ith face in the image. having identified the
pie index of face in the circle, the last step is to create a histogram which comprises
the distribution of face frequencies over the pies of the circle. The histogram consists
of 2pi/α bins, and the location of the face projected on the histogram as α/φ. Figure 3
shows example cases on how this CHFL global descriptor is extracted.
Grid Histogram of Face Locations (GHFL): Similar to CHFL, we also form the grid
histogram of face locations, in order to capture the spatial layout of the multiple people
within an image. For this purpose, the image is split into the M×N size grids where the
center of the middle grid is the center of the faces. A M × N-bin histogram is created
and the number of faces falling within the respective grid is computed. Our preliminary
results show that 1 × 3 grid size gives the best results, since for most of the interaction
images, faces lie on the horizontal plane.
In addition to the visual features described above, we also include the number of
different facial orientation directions to our list of global facial descriptors. Our final
feature length for the combined descriptor therefore becomes 31.
Scene features: In order to capture the general characteristics of the scene and to in-
vestigate its influence on human-human interaction recognition, we use GIST descrip-
tors proposed by Oliva and Torralba (2001). GIST features provide a low-dimensional
representation of the global scene layout.
In addition, we utilize Bag-of-Words (BoW), both as a baseline and a global scene
descriptor. For this purpose, we first extract dense SIFT features from the images and
create a codebook using k-means (k=1000). Then, each image is represented with the
histogram of codewords. We additionally employ spatial pyramid matching (SPM) of
Lazebnik et al. (2006), with 2 × 2 grids.
Deep features: State-of-the-art in many computer vision classification tasks has re-
ceived a significant gain in performance with the introduction of deep learning and the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures.
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In order to explore the effect of these architectures over the human interaction im-
age recognition problem, we make use of two kinds of deep features, which are trained
using the large scene dataset called Places (Zhou et al. (2014)). This deep feature is
called Places-CNN and is trained using the Caffe package over the dataset of 2,448,873
images of 205 categories. The output of the FC7 layer, which is 4096-dimensional, is
taken as the deep feature and a linear SVM is trained using our training set.
We also evaluate the similar feature called Hybrid-CNN, based on the same ar-
chitecture, but trained over the larger dataset that combines both the Places and the
ImageNet datasets (Zhou et al. (2014)). This joint training set has 3.5 million images
from 1183 categories. Due to the broadness of classes in the training set, this Hybrid-
CNN feature is likely to capture both the scene and the object characteristics. The
results of using both of these deep features are given in the Experimental Evaluation
section.
4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1. Dataset
In order to evaluate the proposed facial descriptors and their effect on human-
human interaction recognition, we collected a new image dataset that includes ten
human interaction classes. These classes are boxing-punching, dining, handshaking,
highfive, hugging, kicking, kissing, partying, speech and talking. Each class contains
at least 150 images, forming a total of 1971 images. When collecting the dataset, we
gather images such that one of the target interaction classes is present and at least one
person has a visible facial region in each image. The images for the boxing-punching,
handshaking, highfive, hugging, kicking, kissing and talking classes usually include two
to three people, whereas the number of people in the images for the dining, party and
speech classes vary significantly. Figure 4 illustrates example images from this dataset.
4.2. Implementation Details
For building classifiers, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers with
Gaussian-RBF kernel for each feature type. In order to form the combined facial de-
scriptor, the proposed facial descriptors are simply concatenated together. We evaluate
the recognition results in terms of average precision (AP) using five-fold cross valida-
tion over the whole dataset. We select a single set of parameters, including the kernel
bandwidth and SVM cost parameter, using a greedy search over the training set, and
use the same parameter set in all folds, for all classes.
Classifiers based on facial descriptors are combined with other feature classifiers
via late fusion. For this, we learn a second layer linear SVM over the scores of the
individual feature classifiers, and use its output as the final prediction.
4.3. Results and Discussions
In this section, we first present an evaluation of the proposed facial descriptors in
detail. Then, we evaluate the combinations of the facial descriptors together with GIST,
BoW on dense SIFT and CNN features.
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Figure 4: Example images from the newly collected dataset of human-human still image interactions. Three
example images are shown for each of the ten classes for this dataset, boxing-punching, dining, handshaking,
highfive, hugging, kicking, kissing, partying, speech and talking. Note that, the poses and appearances of the
people in interaction is quite diverse, making it a challenging dataset.
Table 1: Average Precisions of the individual face descriptors using the face detection outputs
Feat. b&p din. h.sh. h.fv. hug. kick. kiss. pty. sp. tlk. AVG
HFO 12.1 21.9 21.0 10.0 15.9 18.6 17.3 40.2 36.6 13.5 20.7
HFD 15.7 20.6 21.5 15.7 8.3 22.7 18.2 42.7 37.8 16.8 22.0
DF 15.6 24.6 23.3 12.1 14.3 5.9 23.7 23.4 21.8 13.2 17.8
CHFL 14.9 19.3 19.9 17.3 13.3 13.3 13.9 17.7 16.3 8.9 15.5
GHFL 14.8 25.2 22.3 12.4 22.8 22.8 18.2 27.0 18.1 14.1 19.8
Comb. 14.2 30.0 24.8 9.1 22.5 15.4 48.0 44.4 34.7 17.9 26.1
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Table 2: Average Precisions of the individual face descriptors using ground truth faces
Feat. b&p din. h.sh. h.fv. hug. kick. kiss. pty. sp. tlk. AVG
HFO 14.0 40.8 31.7 13.0 49.6 9.3 24.0 54.9 91.8 14.5 34.4
HFD 13.9 52.4 22.1 16.1 43.4 12.5 17.4 48.5 89.0 17.8 33.3
DF 15.8 41.8 28.7 9.3 38.9 32.9 51.3 36.6 65.0 27.8 34.8
CHFL 12.8 33.2 20.5 13.1 25.4 12.0 13.8 38.8 72.6 16.0 25.8
GHFL 10.7 48.1 21.9 6.2 32.4 17.4 8.2 46.0 70.1 14.2 27.5
Comb. 17.9 57.1 41.2 9.7 61.8 28.0 85.3 69.4 90.7 14.9 47.6
To evaluate the performance of facial descriptors, we have two settings: 1) Auto-
matic: We use the output of the face detectors, 2) Face ground truth: We manually
label each face region, together with the correct orientation of the face. We first present
the experimental results using the automatic setting. The first five results in Table 1
presents the recognition rate using the proposed facial descriptors individually, using
the face detector outputs. According to these results, Histogram of Face Directions
(HFD) gives the best performance, amongst the individual descriptors, whereas Circu-
lar Histogram of Face Locations (CHFL) performs the worst. Overall, the combination
of all descriptors yields the best performance. We also observe that especially high five,
boxing-punching and kicking classes are difficult to identify. In these interactions, the
relative spatial distribution of the faces tend to have a more random structure, and this
affects the classification performance.
By a qualitative evaluation of the dataset, we observe that the following condi-
tions particularly affect the recognition performance: (1) In photographs, people usu-
ally look at camera, so the natural orientations or directions of the faces can not be
inferred. It is difficult to harvest images that depict natural occurrences of the inter-
actions. (2) Face detection algorithms may not find all the faces that are visible in
the images. Although we use the state-of-the-art face detection algorithms, many false
negatives occur. (3) False positives also affect the performance of the facial descriptors
negatively.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed descriptors independent of
the errors introduced by the face detection, we manually annotated the faces in images
with both location and orientation information, and extracted the ground-truth faces. In
this way, we aim to simulate the case with the perfect face detector. The results using
this setting is presented in Table 4.3. The overall mean average precision of the com-
bined descriptors with ground-truth faces rises from 26.1% to 47.6%. In other words,
if we have perfect face detector and estimations for face orientations, we can achieve
47.6 mAP, even with relatively simple 31-dimensional face descriptors. There are also
some interesting observations; An average precision as high as 91.8% is achievable
using only HFO features for the speech class. This is not surprising, as for the speech
class, most of the faces are turned towards the speaker, and this situation forms a dis-
criminative feature. In addition, for the kiss interaction, the combination of the facial
features achieves a quite high mAP of 85.3%.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the scene features for interaction recognition.
We first evaluate the individual performances of GIST, BoW, BoW with spatial pyramid
matching (SPM) Lazebnik et al. (2006), and also the performances of deep features
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Table 3: Comparison of the feature combinations using facial descriptors formed over the output of the face
detectors.
Type Feature AP
Regular FaceDesc 26.11
GIST 43.52
BoW 58.25
BoW-SPM 58.68
Combined BoW-SPM + GIST 59.46
FaceDesc + GIST 47.13
FaceDesc + BoW-SPM 59.77
FaceDesc + GIST + BoW-SPM 60.60
Deep Places-CNN 72.8
Hybrid-CNN 77.86
Deep Combined FaceDesc + Hybrid-CNN 78.33
GIST + BoW-SPM + Hybrid-CNN 75.05
FaceDesc + GIST + BoW-SPM + Hybrid-CNN 76.09
Table 4: Comparison of the feature combinations using facial descriptors formed over the ground truth faces.
Feature AP
GtFaceDesc 47.59
GtFaceDesc + GIST 56.18
GtFaceDesc + BoW-SPM 63.41
GtFaceDesc + GIST + BoW-SPM 64.48
GtFaceDesc + Hybrid-CNN 80.11
GtFaceDesc + GIST + BoW-SPM + Hybrid-CNN 79.56
Places-CNN and Hybrid-CNN Zhou et al. (2014). After that, we evaluate the results
for combination of all feature sets and show the results in Table 3. We also report the
combinations of scene features with facial descriptors formed using the ground truth
face detections in Table 4.
Results in Table 3 and Table 4 show that, compared to the facial descriptors, scene
features carry quite a lot of information for predicting the type of interaction. Proposed
face descriptors contribute to the recognition of human interactions, and together with
BoW and GIST features, they achieve a reasonable mAP of 60.6%, which would rise to
64.48% in the presence of a perfect face detector. On the other hand, the deep features
are the most effective for human interaction recognition, Places-CNN achieving 72.8%
AP and Hybrid-CNN feature achieving an AP of 77.86%. An interesting observation
at this point is that, when combining deep features with regular scene descriptors such
as GIST and BoW, the performance slightly drops. This result suggests that GIST or
BoW features does not carry any complementary information to the deep features. On
the contrary, combining proposed facial descriptors with CNN features improves the
performance, achieving 78.33% using output of face detectors, and 80.11% when the
ground truth face locations are used.
These results show that, it is not easy to describe human interactions by looking at
10
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Figure 5: Average precisions per each of the interaction classes. In calculation of facial descriptions
FaceDesc, the outputs of the face detectors are used.
Table 5: Feature dimensions of the utilized descriptors
Feature FaceDesc GIST BoW BoW+SPM CNN
# of Dimensions 31 512 1000 4000 4096
facial regions and their spatial layouts only (as demonstrated in Fig 1). Nevertheless,
when used in combination with scene elements extracted from the whole image, the
facial descriptors can boost the recognition performance.
We also present per class average precisions in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6. We observe that
some of the interactions, such as boxing and high-five are more difficult to recognize,
having average precisions lower than 0.6. On the other hand, recognition performance
on some interaction classes, such as dining and speech, are quite high. This is likely
to be due to the similar spatial configurations present in these interactions. In all of the
interaction classes, CNN features are very effective.
Qualitative results that are obtained as a result of using FaceDesc + GIST + BoW-SPM
+ Hybrid-CNN combination are presented in Fig. 7. As it can be seen in these images,
high five interaction is mostly confused with handshaking and punching, whereas kiss-
ing interaction is mostly confused with hugging.
One of the important characteristics of the proposed facial descriptors is their ef-
ficiency. Table 5 shows the dimensionalities of each of the utilized descriptors. Our
proposed 31-dimensional face descriptors provides 2-6% points increase in average
precision when used with BoW+SPM and/or GIST, and 1-3% points increase when
used with the CNN features, without requiring excessive training.
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Figure 6: Average precisions per each of the interaction classes. In calculation of facial descriptions
GtFaceDesc, the ground truth face locations are used.
Figure 7: Images that have the top ten scores using FaceDesc extracted from automatic face detections, GIST
+ BoW-SPM + Hybrid-CNN features, for boxing-punching, high-five, kissing and talking interactions. Out-
of-class images are shown with red borders and the face detection outputs (if any) are shown in cyan.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we look into a rarely studied area of computer vision, namely human
interaction recognition in still images. We investigate whether we can infer the correct
label of an interaction image by looking at the facial regions, their relative positions
and spatial layout. In order to capture such information, we propose several descriptors
based on facial regions. Our experimental results show that, facial descriptors provide
meaningful information, however, using them in isolation yields less effective results.
When combined with global scene features, especially deep features, proposed facial
descriptors are shown to have improved recognition performance.
In this context, we introduce a new image dataset which can be used for human
interaction recognition, and also for evaluating face detectors performance on further
tasks. The faces in the dataset are annotated with both locations and orientations, and
will be made available upon publication.
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